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A HOME THROUGH TIMESCALE AN HOSPICE WITH FOUR TYPES OF ROOMS FOR FOUR TEMPORALITIES

BOARDING ROOMS

Boarding Rooms , like the «room and 
board » system, a person is provided 
a  affordable home in exchange for the 
maintenence of the hospice. There is two 
boarding rooms in the hospice and each 
of them can welcome 4 persons. 

In a large space, a two-storey furnished 
wall provides two bathrooms, wardrobes 
and 4 mezzanine rooms. 

REVOLVING ROOMS

There are two Revolving Rooms in the 
hospice meant for 4 persons. 

Thought for people in regular shifting in 
their occupations this room can be rent 
every same day(s) a week for a long pe-
riod. 

Each room has two entry locks serving 
a private dining room. Upstairs, a be-
droom and a workspace are connected 
to the bathrooms. From this level a balco-
ny adresses the chapel of the hospice. A 
door from the maintenance space alows 
the house tenant to enter and clean for 
the next lodger without accessing the 
locked space.

FORESTERIA

For people staying from one week to one 
semester, the Foresteria provide practi-
cal all furnished room. 

Against the facade on each side of the 
window, a sink and a shelf gives the wall 
a certain thickness. The window is set 
back and creates a deep alcove in which 
you can sit and use the extendable desk.  

CAPSULES

Meant for the people staying from one 
to seven days. The Capsule room is 
conceived as a generous dormitory. The 
capsule can be closed by a sliding door or 
a curtain to provide privacy. A wardrobe 
stands inside the private space to put lug-
gages and clothes. Next to the sleeping 
capsules, a generous space offer access 
to sinks and lockers.

A light shifting of the facade provide both  
a large window and a discrete entrance 
to access the bathrooms in the main core.

The STRUCTURAL SYSTEM is com-
posed of horizontal wooden beams. They 
form a large frame carried by the facade 
elements and fixed to the central concrete 
core. They support the  wooden box slabs 
and appears in every rooms.

All rooms are furnished with fixed furniture. 
Conversely, common spaces are flexible 
and adaptable. Each of the common 
areas, the chapel, the living room and the 
work area offer a different nature, orienta-
tion and height. Users can reinterpret them 
freely


